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The COVID-19 pandemic fundamentally changed the nature of work by shifting most in-person work to
a predominantly remote modality as a way to limit the spread of the coronavirus. In the process, the shift
to working-from-home rapidly forced the large-scale adoption of groupware technologies. Although prior
empirical research examined the experience of working-from-home within small-scale groups and for targeted
kinds of work, the pandemic provides HCI and CSCW researchers with an unprecedented opportunity to
understand the psycho-social impacts of a universally mandated work-from-home experience rather than an
autonomously chosen one.
Drawing on boundary theory and a methodological approach grounded in humanistic geography, we
conducted a qualitative analysis of Reddit data drawn from two work-from-home-related subreddits between
March 2020 and January 2021. In this paper, we present a characterization of the challenges and solutions
discussed within these online communities for adapting work to a hybrid or fully remote modality, managing
reconfigured work-life boundaries, and reconstructing the home’s sense of place to serve multiple, sometimes
conflicting roles. We discuss how these findings suggest an emergent interplay among adapted work practice,
reimagined physical (and virtual) spaces, and the establishment and continual re-negotiation of boundaries as
a means for anticipating the long-term impact of COVID on future conceptualizations of productivity and
work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has fundamentally changed how we live and work. Due to public health
lockdowns and social distancing policies, the home has become not only a place of leisure where
employees rest and spend time with their families, pets, or housemates, but also a place for home
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offices, home schools, and home gyms. While these new uses for the home might be temporary and
last only during the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, the last year’s experience has also led people
to express willingness to adapt to new ways of living at home [112]. For instance, work-from-home
(WFH) may continue to be the new normal for many information (or office) workers. According to
a recent survey1 , most office workers (83%) want to have the option to work from home even after
COVID-19; as a result, some companies will allow their employees to keep working from home
even after public health measures are lifted [27]. Furthermore, climate change might well lead to
other kinds of biological or weather-oriented disruptions necessitating remote work at scale again
in the future [54, 65].
WFH is not a new concept for office workers, although co-located work in office spaces has
still been the primary mode of work in this domain [35, 84]. Information and communications
technologies (ICTs) have been considered a crucial factor in enabling organizations to adapt remote
work as a practical mode of work [77, 89, 111]. Previous research has studied the experiences of
remote workers, including mobile workers and teleworkers, to inform the design of technologies
to better support work from non-office locations. While individual, organizational, and societal
issues related to remote work have been discussed in this literature, individuals’ WFH experiences
during the COVID-19 pandemic have led to unique challenges. Despite previously acknowledged
advantages of WFH (e.g., reducing commuting time, avoiding stressful office environments, greater
flexibility in juggling non-work commitments), during COVID, people have been forced to stay
at home to work (against most people’s wishes) even though their home might not be suitable
for non-domestic purposes, such as work or study. While remote workers who worked from
their home prior to the pandemic also faced challenges, they typically chose this modality of
work of their own accord and in response to their own needs (e.g., work–life balance [89]). Thus,
previous research, especially in human development or business disciplines, has often focused on
challenges associated with an organization’s culture, social interaction, or career development, and
has generally approached these issues from an organization-centered perspective rather than a
perspective that centers on remote workers’ everyday experiences and working environments (i.e.,
“How do people telework?” [8]).
Given the fact that employees with more diverse backgrounds were required to work from
home during the pandemic, we argue that the COVID-19 WFH phenomenon is an opportunity to
investigate both what people do to construct an office setting in their home and how they cope
with challenges in remote work from a uniquely employee-centered perspective. These individuals,
who generally lacked prior experience working primarily (or exclusively) from home, needed to
reconstruct their homes as work-friendly places and their virtual work offices as home-friendly
spaces [4]. As these boundaries between home and work spaces have become blurred, people
have had to modify or redefine what home means to them—not only physically, but also mentally.
Given that domestic environments are unique and complex—and sometimes contradictory to design
requirements common in the office workplace [11, 105]—we believe that the locational shift of
work provides an opportunity to think critically about the role of digital technologies used in both
co-located and remote work. Beyond technologies that support organizational development from a
business perspective, our work applies a human-centered design approach [82] to the COVID-19
WFH experience.
Furthermore, previous studies showed that many office workers in traditional office environments
have trouble managing their time due to highly demanding workloads and internal or external
interruptions in office settings [42, 74]. Information workers often feel that they use their time
1 PwC’s US Remote Work Survey (2020) https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/assets/pwc-return-to-work-survey.pdf
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ineffectively, leading to frustration, stress, and anxiety. A large body of human–computer interaction
(HCI) and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) research has examined how to improve
productivity and wellbeing in the context of these traditional offices (e.g., [7, 45, 60, 79]). Although
an individual worker’s uniqueness and the contextual background of an office space are considered
in the design of technologies for supporting productivity (e.g., [58, 73, 80]), most other research
focuses on the individual worker’s productivity rather than their perceptions, attitudes towards, or
values embedded in a place, or the relationships among household members or presence of everyday
possessions in a space. Many people have reported that managing their time when working from
home to maintain prior levels of productivity is a particular challenge, resulting in burnout, elevated
stress levels, and work–life conflicts [1, 2, 17, 95, 106].
Home is a material and an affective space, shaped by everyday practices, lived experiences, social
relations, and emotions [15, 88]. To reimagine how digital technologies can support WFH, we argue
that understanding people’s relations with a place, their possessions, and co-present individuals
in the space should take precedence. From the perspective of humanistic geography, a place is a
phenomenological aspect of what it means to be human [108]; how humans experience and interact
with their surrounding environment shapes who they are and how they behave [30, 33, 109]. To
understand people’s WFH experiences, previous research has focused on how people negotiate
boundaries between work and non-work practices at home [81]. Here, we focus our investigation
on how people enact boundary work as a placemaking practice [5, 29, 108]—how people respond
to and make meanings of home, as a place, through their spatial feelings and ideas—to dig more
deeply into these pandemic-specific WFH challenges. Furthermore, because individual workers
negotiate with the sociomaterial components of the home when re-making their workspaces in this
hybrid context, there is a need to discuss the design of technologies to support their productivity
and well-being in the WFH setting [23].
As with infrastructural inversion [16], when the invisible infrastructures associated with office
work (e.g., assuming a co-located, office-based work modality; treating the presence of distinct
domestic and work environments as “normal”) suddenly break down, an opportunity is revealed for
interrogating the underpinnings of these assumptions, investigating the nature of work–life balance
in information work, and projecting forward for the future of productivity and work. In this study,
we draw on boundary theory [81, 116] and humanistic geography [107–109] as theoretical lenses to
allow us to understand remote workers’ WFH experiences (including challenges and breakdowns)
during the COVID-19 pandemic, and, more specifically, to identify how the reconfiguration of
the home as a workspace has influenced people’s approach to and strategies for adopting a WFH
mindset over the course of the last year. We ask the following research questions:
• RQ 1: How have people negotiated boundaries between their living spaces and working or
studying spaces?; and
• RQ 2: How have people made use of boundaries to reshape their sense of place in the home
as a living space and a working/studying space?
To answer those questions, we present results of a qualitative study of 11 months of Reddit
data from two WFH-related subreddits: r/workfromhome and r/WFH. We report on three primary
contributions. First, our work provides empirical findings of remote workers’ experiences during
the COVID-19 pandemic, including benefits and challenges of WFH and the strategies employed to
rearrange home environments to support this new mode of work. Our analysis reveals a diverse
range of WFH experiences based on resources available to remote workers. Our empirical findings
allowed us to examine how WFH experiences are (dis)similar with those previously reported
in remote work settings. Second, by applying boundary theory and humanistic geography as
theoretical frameworks guiding the analysis of our data, we identify six types of boundary work
PACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 6, No. GROUP, Article 24. Publication date: January 2022.
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(spatial, temporal, psychological, sensory, relational, technological) that redditors working from home
are managing. Our analysis specifically examines the dynamic nature of boundary work based on
how home space becomes a place [50, 108]; that is, those instances in which redditors expressed a
mixed sense of place and attachment when discussing their WFH situation. Third, we conclude
with a discussion of the role of technology in negotiating work–home boundaries in the WFH
setting and examine how people’s experiences shifting to WFH over the last year can suggest future
conceptualizations of productivity and work.
2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide a theoretical background of boundary theory and humanistic geography
and outline existing work on remote work and work–life balance, with a primary focus on the HCI
and CSCW literature.
2.1

Telework in the Pre-Pandemic Period

WFH is not a new mode of work for office workers. Due to an oil crisis in the 1970s, the concept
of teleworking was introduced to suppress oil consumption [46, 89]. While the initial interest
in working remote from the office was motivated by events at a national scale, this new mode
of work was adopted—to greater or lesser extents—because it met individual and organizational
needs [8, 9, 46]. Remote work has been encouraged for office workers as a means of instantiating
family-friendly work policies. Companies also adopted remote work to reduce operational costs
and to increase employees’ productivity. As mobile and groupware technologies have evolved
and been adopted more and more broadly in the workplace, remote work has been promoted by
an increasing number of organizations. For instance, personal computing and ICT applications
allowed employees to work from any place and at any time [77, 89]. (A more detailed history of
and background about remote work is beyond the scope of this article, but can be found elsewhere,
e.g., [8, 34, 51].)
Previous research has also investigated the benefits and pitfalls of remote work and identified
the types of people for whom this modality of work might be most beneficial. These studies found
that office workers received advantages from remote work: namely, they are provided much greater
flexibility in managing their time and location, resulting in the improvement of productivity and
work–life balance [8, 36, 39, 51, 111]. However, they also found that remote workers struggle to
“switch off” from work due to the high degree of permeability between work and home domains [36].
Thus, remote work has also become associated with drawbacks, such as overwork, stress, social
isolation, and conflict with families [9, 39, 46, 64, 103]. Since WFH was, until the arrival of the
COVID pandemic, largely a discretionary choice for employees and organizations, there was a clear
but limited range of employee personas and job functions that were perceived as being a ‘good fit’
for WFH. For instance, telework was an option for some professionals from the telecommunications
or IT industry, a few academics, and clerical workers who mainly deal with information work
through ICT [8, 89]. People with a high degree of self-discipline also tended to self-select into
conducting their work remotely [9, 46, 89]. However, as more people have been forced to work at
home not because of individuals or organizations’ needs but for public health purposes during the
COVID-19 pandemic, in this research, we compare previous teleworkers’ experiences with ones
within the current WFH setting.
2.2

Boundary Work within the Home and Work Domains

Post-industrialization, home and work have been viewed as independent domains where people
spend time to accomplish distinct tasks [81]. However, much research shows that home and work
PACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 6, No. GROUP, Article 24. Publication date: January 2022.
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consistently influence each other, such that the interdependence between them should be taken
into account for understanding work experiences and behaviors (e.g., [48, 100]).
Boundary theory has been used as a lens for understanding the interdependence of how people
maintain, negotiate, and transition across the lines between home and work [6, 81]. Boundary
theory was originally developed by Zerubavel, a cognitive sociologist, to explain how people
perceive the world by drawing lines (or boundaries) [116]. He introduced two antithetical minds of
experiencing our social world; while the rigid mind is preoccupied with boundaries and emphasizes
clear distinctions and order, the fuzzy mind seeks to eliminate barriers and ambiguity. He also
introduced a hybrid—the flexible mind—which leverages aspects of both the rigid and the fuzzy
mind to more gracefully manage transitions across social world boundaries (i.e., mental plasticity).
Nippert-Eng extended these mindsets in terms of boundary into work and home domains [81]. She
argued that home and work are experiential, not merely physical realms, because these places are
perceived and understood by mentally and physically drawing boundaries, guided by historically
ingrained socio-structural and spatio-temporal modes. So, these boundaries shape our sense of who
we are and how we are supposed to behave in each realm. People continually work toward some
level of integration or segmentation, enacting, reinforcing, and modifying ideas of what is work
and home and how they should relate (i.e., boundary work) [81]. This boundary work consists of
continuous and dynamic activities, enacted through our everyday choices, practices, or principles
and interaction with objects in place and with people. Therefore, boundary theory is an appropriate
theoretical framework for understanding remote workers’ experiences.
The concept of the integration–segmentation continuum in boundary work [81] has been
conceptually developed across a body of research literature. For instance, Clark developed border
theory with a focus on work–family balance [26]. In this theory, Clark explicated how people
manage and negotiate the tensions between work and family, incorporating temporal, physical, and
psychological forms of a border. Depending on the degree of permeability, flexibility, and blending
between two domains, Clark argued that the boundary can be either strong or weak. (Allen et al.
offer more details about this conceptual component of border theory [3].) Ashforth et al. [6] focused
on individuals’ different roles in home and work and the transitions among these roles. They argued
that the higher contrast in role identities people have the less easily people can transition between
these roles. They proposed that rituals or ceremonies of separation and integration can be effective
in transferring from work to home (and vice versa). By enacting rituals and routines, boundaries
between home and work can be (re)structured to facilitate the transition [39, 99].
Boundary theory has also been used to explain how remote workers set boundaries to maintain
work–life balance [28]. For instance, Salazar investigated how university employees who often work
at home define boundaries between home and work and how they decide the space in which they
want to work [92]. She presented five types of boundary work (space, electronic, psychological, roles,
time, working tasks) that shape the work environment at home and remote workers’ relationships
with family members. Thomson [104] identified three types of boundary work (physical, temporal,
and psychological) from a study of remote workers’ home offices based on Clark’s border theory [26].
While the segmentation approach to boundary work—distinguishing the psychological mindset
between home and work in order to improve work performance and quality of life—is dominant in
the remote work literature, people sometimes also apply an integration approach. In a few studies,
remote workers reported that they preferred to manage their work and personal responsibilities
simultaneously [39, 44, 63]—for instance, parents who switch between employee and mother/father
roles to take care of their children or accomplish some housework while working from home.
Work and home used to be two different domains that were physically and temporally separate,
and thus boundary theory has been considered a way to understand how individuals navigate
between and across independent physical spaces. Given the current WFH situation, we believe that
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our work can extend the application of boundary theory to the unique situation of how people
create, maintain, or reshape boundaries when embedding the workspace within the home and to
inform the (re-)design of both technology and policy to accommodate the ‘new normal’ of the
information workplace, post-pandemic.
2.3

Application of Boundary Theory: Technology and Remote Work

As collaborative and groupware technologies have been considered indispensable support for
remote work, HCI and CSCW scholars have investigated remote workers’ experiences and the
roles of digital technology in the remote work setting. While contemporary productivity and
groupware software provides flexibility and freedom for information workers to manage their time
by overcoming spatial and temporal boundaries between the home and the traditional office, it also
makes it difficult to detach from work due to the social pressure and expectation that people can
be “always-on” through technology [76]. To better design information technology for work–life
balance, Cecchinato et al. [20] investigated how people use their email to set boundaries. They
found that people used “micro-boundary strategies,” separating work from non-work time by
using features of email applications (e.g., scheduled send/receive windows, delayed send). Fleck
et al. [38] also conducted a survey to understand how people use digital technology to negotiate
boundaries between work and non-work activities. Other recent studies showed that technology
can be leveraged as a cue to support people’s boundary work, not only in the context of remote
work, but also for work/school–home life, in general [71, 86, 115]. In the tradition of these prior
studies, we also aim to discuss the potential role of individual and groupware technologies in
remote work from an individual’s perspective by exploring reported boundary work practices
utilized during the COVID-19 pandemic. So, in this study, we ask: how do people negotiate
boundaries between their living and working spaces as a result of shifting to mandatory
work-from-home due to pandemic lockdown and social-distance policies (RQ1)?
2.4

Humanistic Geography, Topophilia, and Home

To better understand people’s boundary work during the COVID-19 pandemic, we also draw on
humanistic geography as a theoretical and methodological lens, helping us to understand people’s
boundary activities for building, maintaining, or reshaping a sense of place and the sense of
attachment to those places (i.e., topophilia) in the home.
The philosopher and geographer Yi-Fu Tuan introduced humanistic geography, a philosophical
approach to geography, in order to understand how humans experience and interact with their
surrounding environment [107]. In contrast to a positivist perspective on space and its relation with
humans, he put people’s spatial feelings and ideas at the center of geography to understand how
space forms people’s perceptions, attitudes, and values, and how these experiences shape the space
as a humanized space that has a meaning (i.e., a sense of place). Based on this perspective, he coined
the term topophilia, the affective bond between people and place or setting [109]. Ogunseitan found
that people’s quality of life is associated with the degree of topophilia [83]. This result may not
be surprising because topophilia can be formed by a sense of place, familiarity with a place, and
emotional attachment to a place, along with visual and aesthetic appreciation and positive bodily
experiences of a place [109].
While space and place are words that are part of common usage in everyday speech, in humanistic
geography they are important concepts for unpacking the relationship between humans and
topophilia [108, 114]. Space generally refers to a more abstract concept that describes a measurable,
objective space without a substantial meaning [29, 108]. On the other hand, place embodies the
experiences and aspirations of a people. (Creswell provides more detailed descriptions of the two
concepts [29, p. 2].) Harrison and Dourish [50] also introduced a similar distinction between place
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and space as a design component in technology. So to speak, space is transformed into place as it
acquires definition and personal meaning. Therefore, topophilia can be constructed by placemaking
activities in which people create or modify the meaning of space(s).
In general, people perceive home as a place that evokes feelings of privacy, security, comfort, and
familiarity as well as shapes a sense of self and family [81]. So home is a very exemplary place in
which people feel a sense of attachment and affect (i.e., topophilia) [108]. Since the home has taken
on the additional role of remote office for information workers during the COVID-19 pandemic,
implanting a sense of office into the home is a necessary process for remote workers. By adopting a
humanistic geography perspective, Wilhoit conducted interviews with office workers to understand
the opposite situation: how and why office workers engage in placemaking activities to make their
office space have a home-like atmosphere [114]. Wilhoit found that making a sense of home at the
office is an important way for people to maintain a sense of their authentic selves in the context
of their work. For instance, “nesting” is a common practice in which individuals decorate their
workspace to make it feel more homey and personal. To understand placemaking practices, Ciolfi
et al. [24] suggested a sociomaterial perspective [68], explaining how people enact a particular set
of activities related to material, social and experiential elements. Building on these insights, we
aim to investigate remote workers’ WFH experiences with a focus on their placemaking activities.
Based on an understanding of remote workers’ boundary work, we ask: how is a new or revised
topophilia of the home (as a place containing a variety of sociomaterial entities) shaped
using a new sense of place and attachment into a combined home-and-work place (RQ2)?
3

METHOD

To understand remote workers’ in situ WFH experiences, in this study, we draw on data collected
from the online community Reddit. Reddit is an online discussion forum where people share and
discuss their experiences using two basic features: posts and comments. Reddit is organized into
thousands of subcommunities called “subreddits,” each focused on a specific topic or interest2 .
Unlike other social media platforms such as Facebook or Twitter, Reddit is an anonymous online
community in which people don’t expose any identifiable personal information such as name or
email address unless they choose to self-disclose this information. Given the anonymity of Reddit,
users discuss and disclose their personal experiences in a genuine manner [40, 56, 98]. As a result,
data from Reddit has been used to explore people’s perceptions, experiences, and discourse on a
variety of topics (e.g., [19, 41, 43, 62, 67]).
There are alternative ways of exploring people’s WFH experiences, such as interviews. While
interviews might allow us to collect more in-depth information about people’s everyday experiences,
interviews would necessarily happen at a much smaller scale and across a more limited sample
of information workers. Further, people might be reluctant to share their personal experiences
and frustrations about WFH with others, especially if recruited through social networks or if
the stories had particularly personal content. As such, in this study, we chose to use publicly
accessible, voluntarily shared Reddit posts as the corpus for conducting a qualitative study about
peoples’ experiences with WFH. Observing how people were voluntarily talking about their WFH
experiences in the context of a global online community gives us access to a breadth of perspectives
that aren’t limited to predetermined interview prompts or protocols.
3.1

Statement of Positionality

Data from digital media has become part of a way to understand what people do and how they
enact their social lives [87]. To explore remote workers’ everyday lived experiences of WFH, we
2 Reddit

FAQ https://www.reddit.com/wiki/faq retrieved May 2021
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not only observe collected data from Reddit, but also participated in these forums in an effort to
understand the WFH phenomena and its impact from the perspective of the remote workers (i.e.,
an emic approach [12]). This approach allowed us to “understand the way in which a language or
culture is constructed and individuals’ daily lives” [12, p. 167]. Given our reflexive practice, leading
us to select and shape the data to be presented and interpreted, the positionality of the authors may
be an important factor in this work. All three authors are based in the United States and have also
been participating in WFH since 2020, but each has a different cultural background and different
household configuration. The first author is an international student living with his wife and one
infant in a duplex house. During a day, he often switches his role between an employee/student and
a father/husband to perform his tasks. The second author is an undergraduate student living in an
apartment with four other roommates. They have a shared space and ample room to work at home,
as well as a deck that can be used for working outside. The third author is a faculty member at an
R1 university, living with his wife and two young children in a single-family home. Rather than
nullify our knowledge and experiences, our embeddedness in this WFH environment necessitated
a constant conversation with our research data (i.e., reflexivity) to elicit its meaning [22].
3.2

Data Collection

To select suitable subreddits for our research goals, we searched for subreddits in which people
mainly discuss tips for WFH situations and share their experiences of WFH. The first author qualitatively selected the sample subreddits based on two criteria: (1) the number of total members is more
than ten thousand members and (2) the subreddit’s information (i.e., “About Community” descriptor)
and posts are aligned with the research goal. Based on these criteria, we selected r/workfromhome
(“A Reddit community for those who work from home! Helpful tips and discussions on productivity,
the lifestyle, and making it all work!”) and r/WFH (“Welcome to ‘WFH - Working From Home,’ the
subreddit dedicated to those of us who work from home, be it for yourself or a company. Learn tips
and tricks to make yourself more productive, avoid distractions and generally make your experience
a more positive one.”) subreddits as our sample. These two subreddits introduce themselves as
communities for people who work from home and discussion spaces in which people can share
and discuss productivity, lifestyle, and so on3 .
By using the Python Reddit API Wrapper, we scraped 1,852 posts and 8,299 comments published
in r/workfromhome and r/WFH between March 2020 and January 2021. We decided to collect data
posted from March 2020 because many companies implemented their WFH policies after the World
Health Organization declared COVID-19 to be a pandemic in March 20204 . Data scraped included
the title, body, and URL of each post, its timestamp, and the total number and content of comments.
According to our Institutional Review Board, no human subjects approval is necessary for this kind
of study due to the public nature of the data; however, we did take steps to protect the privacy of
the redditors represented in our corpus. We did not collect any further information about Reddit
users to mitigate privacy-related concerns. In addition, we also redacted any potentially identifiable
information from the quotes and excerpts included in this paper.
Once we created the initial corpus of posts from these two subreddits, we made the final dataset
for our analysis by excluding some posts based on the following criteria: (1) posts that ask about a
new remote working position, (2) posts that share an external resource (e.g., news, blog) without
any additional personal reactions or their own opinions, (3) deleted posts, and (4) posts that ask or
3 https://www.reddit.com/r/WFH/

& https://www.reddit.com/r/workfromhome/ retrieved May 2021
Director-General’s opening remarks at the media briefing on COVID-19 https://www.who.int/directorgeneral/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-covid-19—11-march-2020 retrieved May 2021

4 WHO
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share unrelated information that is out-of-scope for this project (e.g., sharing fun pictures, asking
questions about micro job companies such as Appen, etc.).

Subreddit

Num. of sampled posts / Num. Num. of sampled comments / Num.
of
of corpus posts
Num. of corpus comments
members

r/workfromhome* 371/1,085

2,216/4,645

14.1K

r/WFH

2,102/3,654

13.9K

296/767

Table 1. Description statistics for two subreddits (*March 2020 data had been archived by the community
moderator at the time of data collection, so data from this subreddit was collected dating back to April 2020.)

3.3

Data Analysis

We conducted iterative inductive qualitative coding [22] to analyze remote workers’ WFH experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic. All authors met regularly throughout the entire analysis
process, and revised the codes together, referencing specific excerpts from the corpus, as needed.
Before starting the open coding, the first and second author conducted structural coding [93] over
the corpus in order to become familiar with and roughly organize the data. In this analytic pass,
we identified WFH challenges, benefits, and strategies across posts and comments, and labeled the
basic purpose of each post (e.g., sharing information or asking questions).
In the second coding pass, the first and second author used a hybrid descriptive, in-vivo, and process
coding approach to inductively identify themes of challenges, benefits, and strategies [93]. We used
descriptive and in-vivo coding techniques to elicit a hierarchically structured list of subtopics within
our broad categories of challenges, benefits, and strategies, using a combination of redditors’ own
language (in-vivo coding) and our interpretation of shared experiences (descriptive coding). We also
conducted process coding to identify conceptual activities, especially as they related to boundary
work. We employed memoing to capture emergent observations about redditors’ experiences in
WFH, highlighting surprising or unexpected quotes and constructing explanatory narratives using
these quotes to elicit themes when these narratives consistently appeared in the data (e.g., WFH
challenges: issues with family members, productivity, not enough space, missing office routines, no
longer having any desire to work; WFH strategies: mimicking an office atmosphere, making family
rules, using a candle or natural lights, mindfulness). We made these inductive codes as detailed as
possible to capture potential nuances in the online discussion, and we used qualitative data analysis
software5 to organize and share these codes across the research team.
Next, the entire research team employed the eclectic and focused coding techniques [93] using
mind mapping software6 to collaboratively categorize our inductive codes. We merged and grouped
low-level codes during this analytic phase, informed by the boundary theory and humanistic
geography literature. For instance, there were a series of disparate themes related to the home
environment (e.g., issues with families, the lack of physical space from home, everyday objects from
home); we merged them into one higher-level theme (i.e., Section 4.2.3), focusing on understanding
the tension between existing home’s sense of place and new practices at home.
5 MAXQDA
6 Coggle,

Analytics Pro, https://www.maxqda.com/
https://coggle.it/
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WFH EXPERIENCES DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

We present redditors’ WFH experiences based on the three categories derived from our structural
coding: (1) WFH benefits, (2) WFH challenges, and (3) WFH strategies. Our approach and goal is
not to generalize redditors’ experiences in WFH or to evaluate the efficacy of their practices in
WFH, but to include diverse lived experiences as much as possible in order to identify how remote
workers negotiate boundaries between their living and working spaces. Therefore, in this section,
we aim to provide “an analytical account of events and activities as they occur” [14, p. 374] based
on our qualitative analysis.
4.1

WFH Benefits

Our findings indicate that the most prominent benefits people receive from WFH are escaping the
office environment, improvements in their productivity, and improvements in their lifestyle. WFH
benefits that redditors shared are very similar with those identified prior to the pandemic. For
instance, one of the core themes highlighted by two subreddits’ data is the freedom and flexibility
of being able to self-dictate the boundaries around WFH, which was reported as a benefit of remote
work in the previous literature (e.g., [9]) . Redditors enjoyed the individuality granted by working on
their own terms and within intentionally constructed boundaries by designing home office spaces
in a certain way, avoiding a commute—which freed up time that could be spent with family—and
shifting to a flexible work schedule. For these redditors, these benefits of WFH resulted in better
day-to-day mental health, lower stress, and greater overall life satisfaction. The following explicit
benefits were most prominent in the data.
4.1.1 Escaping the Office Environment. While some redditors missed the office’s sense of place and
routine, some reported feeling relief and gratification from being able to escape the office as a place
of work. Redditors reported that they enjoyed avoiding lengthy commutes, which freed up more
leisure time and provided time to establish morning and evening routines (e.g., ‘you have more
flexibility, you don’t have the stress of the daily commute, and you can pretty much work hours that
suit you’ (r/workfromhome)). Some redditors also reported satisfaction from being able to dictate
facets of their office environment such as organizing it as they pleased rather than being confined
to a company-built office environment and avoiding their co-workers’ interruptions in the office.
Redditors spoke of the joy of not having to deal with any of these inconveniences. For instance:
‘I always hated going into the office, dealing with all the distractions and pointless chit
chat. I am more of an introvert and prefer not having to deal with the stress of office gossip,
lunch meetings, xmas celebrations all of which feel mandatory to show you are a “team
player.”’ (r/WFH)
4.1.2 Productivity and Company-Related Benefits. For redditors who found the environment of
their office particularly distracting—whether due to obnoxious coworkers, noise, or inconvenient
meetings—productivity enhancements were often reported (also resonant with prior studies [89]).
Having the ability to self-dictate routines and work space designs and the ability to get work
done in less time due to the autonomy of working from home allows these individuals to be
more productive in WFH. For instance, some redditors reported drastic improvements in their
work efficiency, getting more done in less time, and feeling more satisfied as a result of their own
self-directed home office environment and schedule.
‘I can plan a full day worth of work and private things and get the same amount of work
done and private chores/appointments in 1 day whereas I used to need 1 or 2 weeks for
getting all the private things done. So much more enjoyable with healthier food and no
commute as stated above.’ (r/WFH)
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4.1.3 Lifestyle Benefits. Redditors working from home who enjoyed the ability to autonomously
control the contours of their work lives detailed many lifestyle benefits. The ability to manage
additional free time in the mornings and evenings, interruptions, and productivity at home, led
to more leisure time with family, more time to establish routines, more time to work on personal
projects and hobbies, and more freedom to exercise. Choosing when and how to work gave redditors
more freedom and flexibility to choose when and how to spend their remaining time. Redditors
demonstrated great agility in balancing their work schedules to achieve these lifestyle benefits. For
instance, one redditor said that she enjoys her WFH with family:
‘My husband and I both WFH in separate offices. We usually break for lunch together
(and try to squeeze in a short walk through the neighbourhood if there’s time) and catch
up about our days. We also always have afternoon tea around 2pm - whoever is not in a
meeting makes tea and brings it to the other person with a small snack. Definitely keeps
me sane and is a highlight of my day!’ (r/WFH)
‘I can manage my schedule as I see fit. If I want to start a little later one day and my
schedule allows for it, I can, and I can work later. If I want to take a few hours mid day to
take care of something, I can, because I am not mandated to work within strict hours and
can catch up on what I missed later in the day. I can take my dog for walks throughout
the day.’ (r/WFH)
As described by the above redditors, WFH offers a level of flexibility that a 9-to-5 office routine
cannot offer. A remote worker who prefers a more flexible schedule can allocate work time as they
see fit rather than working strict hours, and more freedom is offered to take the kids to school and
relax around the house.
4.2

WFH Challenges

Resonant with other studies of remote work (e.g., [8, 39, 51, 64]), our findings also revealed two
fundamental issues that remote workers face: the difficulty of maintaining typical levels of productivity at home and the loss of quality-of-life. We found five main challenge themes related to these
two issues that uncover nuances specific to the pandemic WFH context.
4.2.1 “Hamster in a Cage”: The Loss of Social Interaction and Mental/Physical Health Issues. Redditors reported that they have suffered mental health problems due to a lack of social interaction,
remaining isolated from the outside world during the COVID-19 pandemic. While some redditors
said they have been enjoying the independence of WFH (Section 4.1), people who work alone in
small homes feel lonely, inadequate, and experience mental exhaustion. Health-related issues are not
unique to remote work as a result of the pandemic and have been identified previously [9, 46, 89, 103].
However, the lack of preparation for the shift to working from home, the reduced level of physical
activity caused by lockdowns, and mental health issues caused by social isolation and stress all
combined to amplify health concerns to a greater level than has been studied previously. One
redditor said ‘When work is contained in a small space where you also “live,” it gets difficult to leave
work stress at work’ (r/WFH).
Mental health problems, in particular, often made redditors feel unmotivated and unproductive
in their work:
‘..I know I’m not being nearly as productive as I could be. Every day feels like a repeat of
yesterday, and while I trust it won’t be like this forever, I worry that I’m going to slump
into this feeling long-term and it will effect [sic] the quality of my work. I miss talking to
people, and zoom and phone calls just aren’t doing it for me anymore.’ (r/workfromhome)
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While people had online meetings with friends, family members, and coworkers, they still felt
isolated without face-to-face interaction. One redditor said ‘I am more overthinking, started to have
fears and doubts...I don’t know but maybe because of the less interaction I get from people physically’
(r/workfromhome). Because people were required to stay in a single place for their work and home
lives, they began feeling depressed when waking up in the morning, at the start of their day. As
a consequence, WFH ruined the existing home’s topophilia. For instance, one redditor described
their sense of place that: ‘I feel like a Hamster in a cage’ (r/workfromhome).
Staying in a single place also contributed to a sedentary lifestyle and caused physical health
issues for some:
‘I am in meetings almost 8 hours a day. When in the office I am running from room to
room, walking at lunch and such. I think I realized it may be from sitting almost 8 hours
a day.’ (r/workfromhome)
In addition, redditors also shared other health-related issues such as insomnia or bad eating habits.
It is known that remote workers often feel more pressure to demonstrate their performance,
and they worry if they cannot meet management expectations [47]. In the WFH setting during the
COVID-19 pandemic, people reported suffering not just from this type of “normal” work-related
pressure but also mental and physical health issues.
4.2.2 Failures in Time Management and Productivity Issues. Time management is still the hardest
part of WFH for the redditors in our corpus. Due to the “always-on” norm for remote workers,
detaching from work mode after working hours has been a particular challenge [76]. Many redditors
shared similar stories about working many more hours than before. ‘When I was at the office, I was
all too happy to leave at the end of my work shift. Now I find myself working upwards of 10 hours a
day. I feel like I can’t stop.’ (r/workfromhome)
Redditors failed to make time for short breaks or cleanly ending their work because of difficulties
in maintaining the boundary between home and work. One redditor said ‘the whole house becomes
a one huge office and the work seemingly never ends and I never get to leave the office, which means
imminent burn out and a breakdown’ (r/WFH). Some also complained about the difficulties of
concentrating on their work due to digital clutter, making it challenging to maintain regular work
hours.
‘When I personally go on to Instagram (for example) I tend to sit a pretty long time (most
of the time) without even noticing it. For me it’s like 5 minutes but it was really around 30
minutes. Social Media is a huge time waster when we are talking about being productive.’
(r/WFH)
Because the traditional 9–5 workday doesn’t suit every employee equally, the freedom to autonomously dictate work schedules has been significantly beneficial to some remote workers
(Section 4.1). However, having too much flexibility negatively impacted others:
‘..in the past 5 weeks my productivity has gone down. I have tasks to do with more
flexible timelines but I am struggling to find the effort to get things done. I am extremely
disappointed in myself.’ (r/WFH)
Failures in time management demotivates people, leading to a higher level of stress and the loss of
interest in work. It is likely that the WFH situation imposes more burden for remote workers to
manage work hours than did remote work in the pre-pandemic setting.
4.2.3 Challenges from Home. Since remote workers have to create a work environment at home,
they also encounter various challenges with family and the spaces their homes afford. The common
difficulty redditors shared was the lack of physical space to make a dedicated workspace at home.
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Unlike pre-pandemic remote workers who are able to set up a dedicated space for their work, our
findings showed that many people attempted to create a new workspace within their existing
personal or family space such as a bedroom, living room, or kitchen. Due to the lack of space,
redditors struggled to increase their productivity or to maintain work–life balance:
‘I live with roommates so don’t really have a dedicated space in the house other than my
bedroom. . . ..Of course I see the benefits of working from home but I notice it just doesn’t
feel like working from my bedroom. My bed is right desk to the desk and when I get tired
it makes me want to lay. My productivity hasn’t been the same.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘..hard for me to turn off "work brain" and distance myself from it. It feels more like I’m
living at work rather than working from home.’ (r/WFH)
It is difficult for these redditors to disconnect from the sense of place of their living space; they
continue to perceive their home as a place of rest and relaxation rather than a place of work.
One redditor mentioned that ‘Your home is a place of rest, relaxation, and distractions. Generally
speaking, a home is not a place designed for maximum deep work and productivity – it’s a jungle.’
(r/workfromhome). In a similar way, taking on two different roles (work and home) in a single
space results in these roles becoming blurred. For instance, one redditor said they feel like they
need to care about their household chores during the workday:
‘Stuff I need to get done around my apartment is always on my mind and since I live alone
there’s no one to chip in.’ (r/workfromhome)
Working from home can become even more challenging when the workspace needs to be shared
with other family members. When family members stayed at home together during work, they
often disturbed the work atmosphere:
‘I started working from home after the covid started but now it is becoming difficult for me
to focus because we live in a 1 bedroom apartment and with the kid. It’s almost impossible
to concentrate. Also I am now facing [a] lot of issues in online meetings, I usually keep on
mute, when require unmute - blast with the answer and then mute again. Because I don’t
know when would my kid start screaming or when would my spouse will turn on TV etc.’
(r/workfromhome)
‘...honestly having her [spouse] around all the time has had an overall sucky effect on the
quality of my WFH experience. She’s an avid cook and I’m constantly smelling dishes
while trying to work. Also there’s something about seeing your spouse during the day all
the time that kind of spoils the whole professional mindset that I get into whenever I start
working.’ (r/workfromhome)
The disturbances were not limited to other household members. Redditors also got distracted by
everyday objects that provide comfort. For instance,
‘I live in a bachelor studio with no dedicated work space (I have no desk) and am really
struggling to find a balance between work space and personal space. I hop between my
bed and couch and my table (which is the best to work from) and feel like I’m too “comfy”
to work.’ (r/workfromhome)
4.2.4 Missing Benefits from the Office and Navigating New Organizational Challenges. WFH not
only means the loss of a company-provided space to work, it also eliminates the office’s sense
of place comprising office routines, co-workers, technology, and general workplace atmosphere.
While some redditors spoke of the joy of not having to deal with the downside of the office
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environment (Section 4.1.1), some said that they were struggling to come up with good alternatives
for collaborating with their coworkers and missing infrastructure specific to the office.
‘There is screen sharing and whiteboard apps and snipping tool - but I have not found a
fun way to whiteboard brainstorm with a coworker while we clean up a process and share
a vision of what we are trying to say.’ (r/WFH)
These redditors also missed small-talk with their coworkers and mundane sensory experiences
from the office (e.g., office chatter, buzzing machines, lighting, etc.). The lack of these experiences
made it difficult for them to focus on their work:
‘I’m lonely, frustrated, and having a hard time getting work done. I really miss the office.
I have plenty of work friends in the office, and I enjoy spending a few minutes here and
there catching up with them.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘My biggest problem is this sort of feeling like I’m not really at work. Because I’m not
dressed in clothes and shoes for office, I don’t have a ton of people working around me,
or the sounds of the printers and coffee machines buzzing in the background, my brain
doesn’t really catch up that I’m on shift and have to work.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘I miss the office. The activity, the background noises, the joking and camaraderie, being
able to ask a quick question of the person next to me, dropping a candy bar on a random
co-workers desk for no reason.’ (r/WFH)
This resonates with prior research on remote work [46]; a recent study about remote workers also
found that losing the opportunity to informally collaborate with colleagues was ranked the most
negative effect of working from home [1].
Our data also shows that WFH brings about a new challenge that would not have existed
pre-COVID: Redditors shared some uncomfortable new policies imposed by their employers. For
instance, companies forced employees to run tracking systems to check their work progress and to
prevent procrastination.
Additionally, many new hires had difficulty engaging with team members and learning about
work and company culture—practices that are part of situated learning [66]:
‘I just recently graduated from college and started a job that I had interned in before. I
liked the job a lot then but I’m having a very hard time finding it engaging now. It’s very
hard to learn how to do the right things when people are walking me through it over the
phone not showing me how to do it.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘I recently joined a company and started working from home. . . ,found it hard to ask
questions and meet people and feel connected really. I feel like I get stuck on things all the
time and have to constantly ask repeated questions.’ (r/workfromhome)
Due to the online setting, new hires struggled to learn the company’s culture, to build relationships
with coworkers, and to learn new skills or knowledge.
4.3

WFH Strategies

4.3.1 Time Management. How to spend time wisely is one of the important concerns for remote
workers. We found that redditors discussed and shared various techniques, tools, and strategies to
manage time well, thus increasing productivity. Redditors emphasized the importance of scheduling
or making clear and specific goals. The time management techniques redditors shared are not new
and are already well-known and widely used for managing time. For instance, redditors mentioned
that making a list of daily tasks is important either at the end of or the beginning of the workday.
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‘When working from home, you must prepare for the day ahead. You don’t want to be
caught like a deer in headlights when your alarm clock rings.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘Take some time at the end of your workday. Look through the tasks of the day and check
off everything that you have accomplished.....With your list more or less completed, take a
moment and think about what your day is going to look like tomorrow.’ (r/workfromhome)
Making a to-do list helps remote workers not only efficiently accomplish their goals, but also
boost their mental health. One redditor said that ‘having a to-do list relieves you of stress that may
be caused of you having to think about your tasks so you won’t end up forgetting about them and
that just causes unnecessary stress’ (r/workfromhome). To improve time management skills, some
redditors recommended the Pomodoro technique: committing a block of time to focus on one task,
traditionally 25 minutes in length, separated by short breaks [25]. By leveraging the Pomodoro
technique, redditors said they were able to set a more office-like schedule and ensure that regular
breaks were taken to avoid burnout.
‘I have had great success with using the Pomodoro technique of timing blocking to break
my work down into small, manageable chunks. I find I procrastinate less and tend to
accomplish a lot more throughout the day.’ (r/workfromhome)
Redditors also introduced some modified versions of the Pomodoro technique; for instance, one
redditor shared their experiences with a music-based Pomodoro. Another redditor shared a novel
interpretation of their 5-minute breaks after finishing a task: ‘take a 5 minute celebration break!
walk outside, watch a motivational YouTube video, or scroll Instagram..’ (r/workfromhome). Some
redditors also shared their journaling or tracking experiences that helped them to be aware of how
they have spent their time and to improve their time management skills.
While most redditors put an effort into managing their time and tasks to maintain an office-like
schedule, one unique aspect of WHF time management is that house chores and other non-work
activities are also included in the workday. Some redditors changed between work and home roles
rapidly in a bid to boost their productivity in both domains. For instance, one redditor said that ‘I
feel like the 5 minute rule applies more at home than anywhere else. . . .go do whatever stupid thing you
were gonna do, laundry/dishes/make oatmeal/hard boil some eggs/repair the bird feeder, etc’ (r/WFH).
As people became more flexible with spending their time, they incorporated household chores into
their scheduled tasks. Pratt also found that some remote workers take advantage of a full 24-hour
day to optimize or time-shift work conducted at home [89]. To manage the role transition between
work and non-work tasks, one redditor recommended that routinizing a pattern between work and
house chores is helpful in the role transition.
‘It will help allocate your time between work and other aspects of life better. For starters,
you can follow your regular working hours. Once you’ve adapted, you can make the
necessary adjustments that would be beneficial to you.’ (r/workfromhome)
4.3.2 Making a Better Work Environment at Home. Another common WFH strategy is to create
a better environment, including the home’s physical space, qualities, and affordances through a
material and sensory experience (i.e., placemaking) [88, 91]. Making a dedicated workspace at home
is the most straightforward and easiest way to set up a work-from-home environment. Fonner
and Stache [39] found that this is the predominant strategy for remote workers. Allen et al. [4]
also found that having a dedicated home workspace was positively associated with work–life
balance. Many redditors shared this viewpoint, reporting that having a space to separate work
from non-work life would help maintain balance, because it allows detachment from work mode
physically and psychologically. Some redditors made rules disallowing family members to enter
their dedicated work space in order to create a more office-like atmosphere. As mentioned earlier
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(Section 4.1.2), having a dedicated workspace helped some redditors to be more productive and
organized:
‘In my experience, having a good and separate home workspace is crucial to get you
in the "working zone". It can be just a small separate corner specifically designated for
this and that your mind can associate with working hours and not with leisure time.’
(r/workfromhome)
‘I don’t think that mixing "home" and "office" is a good idea... My advice is to separate
work and home. Have hours when you focus on work and hours when you are “at home”.
Having a dedicated space where you work is a start.’ (r/workfromhome)
However, not all remote workers have enough space to create an independent workspace within
their home (Section 4.2.3). So redditors also shared tips about how to shape work environments in
everyday home spaces based on their own experiences. For instance, some redditors rearranged
their furniture and others installed a partition to make a provisional office space to separate work
from the home atmosphere (e.g., ‘my workspace is in my bedroom, so i got high dressers to put at the
foot of my bed-it kind of blocks the workspace and keeps it out of my eyespace.’ (r/WFH)). To create a
more office-like environment, some redditors also encouraged people to reduce digital clutter and
non-work objects in their workplace. For example, one redditor wrote ‘If you have decided this is
where you want to set up, turn it into a proper work setting. Clear everything away non-work related
before you start and put everything back after you have finished for the day’ (r/workfromhome). In
an effort to re-create the office’s sense of place, one redditor even turned on office-like sounds:
‘I also just went on youtube today and found some videos of ambient office sounds remains to be seen if it makes me feel more productive but I don’t dislike it so far!’ (r/WFH)
While some redditors recommended taking away everyday objects from the workplace, others
shared the opposite suggestion: they enjoyed a bit of home-related fun by bringing everyday objects
into their workplace (e.g., ‘You can also look forward to getting a few fun items for your desk that you
ordinarily wouldn’t bring into work’ (r/workfromhome). For instance, they brought toys, plants, and
candles to make a hospitable and cheerful atmosphere:
‘In my case, the scented candles have worked very well since the aromatic stimuli are very
efficient in making me feel good, relaxed, and stimulated. Relaxing colors around you are
also a very important factor that’s sometimes overlooked.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘I also have a lot of plants in the nearby corner to gaze at which lifts my mood.’ (r/WFH)
Wilhoit [114] also found that people brought personal things in the office to increase not only
a sense of belonging but also a sense of attachment to the space. To make a more comfortable,
personal space, redditors shared some tips to decorate their work space. Some redditors took it one
step further and also made use of sounds and lights to achieve the appropriate sensory environment.
‘Fill your space with as much natural light as you can. It’s really wonderful to be working
but not feel like you’re trapped.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘I put the TV on downstairs to get a little sound in the house so it doesn’t feel so empty.’
(r/workfromhome)
Rather than replicating the office atmosphere at home, redditors accommodated the new WFH
situation by accepting personal tastes into their home office. Some redditors even leveraged the
different spaces and atmospheres in their home. For example, one redditor said they did not work
in a single workplace but also in other living spaces:
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‘What I do is I move my work station around the house whenever I feel I’m at my lowest
and done that multiple times already.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘At the beginning it was really hard for me to stay focused but now it’s a bit easier,
sometimes I’ll work from bed using a laptop tray and as long as I’m not in my pajamas I
can still keep a good work flow.’ (r/workfromhome)
Our findings showed that technology can also be used to make a better virtual environment,
another cue for boundary work. In our data, technology, including infrastructure, hardware, and
software, was used to differentiate between work and home domains [20, 38, 39, 92]. For instance,
redditors used a KVM switch or an additional external hard drive to separate work and personal
computing environments.
4.3.3 Make Routines, Rituals, or Rules. Making a daily routine, rules, or rituals is heavily discussed
as an effective strategy to deal with WFH challenges. When a series of activities are repeated, they
become a routine that helps define boundaries for home and office (‘setting routines as “boundaries”
to signal start and end of the workday’ (r/workfromhome)). Many redditors said that having some
routinized patterns help separate work mode from home mode, thus increasing productivity and
motivation. The most common routines people shared were the start-up routine before starting
work and the shut-down routine after finishing work. By enacting a series of activities, people
attempted to switch their mode from home to work. For example, as some redditors no longer
commuted to work, they pretended to leave for either their home or their workplace:
‘I am currently trying a simple routine. When I am ready to start work, I head out the
front door for a quick 10-minute walk around my neighborhood. When I get back home, I
put on some coffee and wait for it to brew while casually browsing my phone. After the
coffee is ready, I pour a cup for myself and my wife and head to the office. As you can see,
this is almost mimicking a commute along with grabbing a coffee before sitting down to
work. I find that a 10-minute break to be alone and outside helps re-align my thoughts.
It also adds some distance from myself and my home. It allows me to refresh my brain,
ready to take on the workday ahead.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘I’m trying to build in a short "commute" into my morning routine: (1) Shower and put on
some "outside-appropriate" clothes.... (2) Stop by the kitchen for a beverage (first coffee of
the day. . . ). (3) Play some of my favorite music (like I would have on the drive to work)
and enjoy at least one full song while I let my computer boot up.’ (r/WFH)
‘I don’t have the ability to separate my space because I live in a small apartment, but I
have come up with some tricks to help me transition between work and evening. At the end
of work, my partner and I do a quick 30 minute workout. Nothing crazy, just something to
literally move our bodies a little each day.’ (r/WFH)
Many redditors said walking around their neighborhood helped them reset their brain. Having an
exercise routine, praying, or meditating are also practices that people enacted before starting work.
Some redditors wore specific clothing to assist in transiting their mindset from home life to work.
For instance, one redditor said that ‘I have noticed that when I get dressed for work and put a little
makeup on (just to go to the other room to work) it sets the ‘working tone’ for the entire day. When the
work is done, I change into something cozy and signal to my brain and body that is either workout or
chillout time.’ (r/workfromhome). We found that some redditors wore more casual clothes to take
advantage of WFH, but others intended to wear more formal clothes or put on makeup in order to
pretend as if they were in the office.
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To maintain an office-like schedule, some redditors followed the same routine as when they
spent time in the office.
‘I think you should treat as working from home as same as working in your office. Follow
the same schedule as you normally would. Wake up on time, have a nice breakfast, get
dressed, and go to work, even though its just your living room.’ (r/workfromhome)
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, remote workers were also able to delineate their time between
work and non-work by relying on temporal routines [39]. While having more flexible working
hours, instead of needing to work from 9-to-5, some redditors still followed a set routine.
‘Maintaining a set schedule is helpful. I begin work at the same time each morning (10:00),
break for lunch sometime between 12:00 to 1:30, short break sometime between 3:00 and
4:30. Break again for food around 6:00 and call it quits between 8:00 and 9:00. I don’t
work later than 9:00, typically, unless jobs have been scarce and I absolutely have to.’
(r/workfromhome)
Some redditors also created family rules to avoid family conflict. For instance, they set regular and
specific break times to serve as “family time” or negotiated rules of etiquette for how and when
family members can approach one other to talk during the day. One redditor mentioned that they
used a cup as a sign for interruptibility:
‘Use different colored post it’s or different colored objects to identify your “status”. So for
us, we each have a green, red, and yellow cup: The green cup is “I’m kind of working
or waiting on something, I can talk” The yellow cup is “I’m working but if you need to
ask/show me something I can pause for a second.” The red cup is “I’m really busy and
really focused, I can’t talk or do anything other than this right now.”’ (r/WFH)
4.3.4 Acknowledge Vulnerability: Be Kind to Yourself. Redditors encouraged those who are struggling in WFH situations to be kind to themselves. In addition to providing practical tips, redditors
also gave and received emotional support within the community. They reminded others not to be
too hard on themselves and not to expect to maintain the same level of productivity every day.
‘I’ve found that most of my expectations of working from home didn’t hold up in reality.
And that’s okay. Just wanted to remind you to be flexible and not let it stress you out if
things go a bit differently.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘you do not need to be “more” productive, damn during these times you don’t even need to
be “as” productive as you [were] before......Just do your best and don’t stress eventually
things will get better.’ (r/workfromhome)
Redditors suggested that having enough breaks and finding personal ways to balance work and life
are important to be sustainable in the long run.
‘When it comes to WFH you can’t beat yourself up, it’s much more productive to take
advantage of your environment to encourage yourself to do things well. Take small breaks
(pomodoro style) and reward yourself with things that will help energize you. Stretching,
reading, drawing, etc. it’s a personal choice.’ (r/workfromhome)
‘My best advice for the time being is if you’re feeling burnt out, stop working. Take some
time off. The work will be there when you get back, and you’ll be able to do a better job
because you’re refreshed.’ (r/WFH)
Also, rather than maintaining a tight schedule, they proposed having a more resilient attitude
about time and productivity. One redditor suggested that having a big milestone and a to-do list is
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helpful to keep making progress, but one should acknowledge that productivity is not always the
same:
‘It ebbs and flows for sure!...I am currently in a slump and trying to get through a training
but I know in a week or two I am going to be slammed with other things. What is helping
me is to plan out my major to-dos for the week, always leaving time for those last minutes
tasks that get added.’ (r/workfromhome)
In addition, redditors put an emphasis on a lifestyle based on holistic personal wellness: paying
attention to physical and mental health and social wellness.
4.3.5 Find New Types of Social Interaction. Redditors shared a variety of experiences about how
they coped with loneliness and engaged in social interactions. Social isolation has already been
identified as one of the main issues in remote work [21, 97] (also see Section 4.2.1). Since COVID-19
forced most information workers to work from home, redditors reported adopting new practices and
norms to maintain social ties with their coworkers [72]. Redditors said that they stayed connected
to their colleagues through online communication tools such as video conferencing. They also
transitioned formal and informal social events to virtual platforms; for example, they set up regular
coffee chats with their colleagues to simulate “water cooler” conversations. Some redditors who
self-identify as working in human resources shared their remote social events experience and tips
for hosting these kinds of events. Redditors also encouraged others to meet new people around the
neighborhood and through online communities to maintain their social life.
Redditors, especially those who lived with family members, considered these family members
to be their new coworkers. Because they shared the same workplace at home, they engaged in
small talk to vent about frustrations from work and spent breaks together. While some other
redditors reported struggling in dealing with family when working-from-home (Section 4.2.3),
family members can be supporters and co-workers, and can help remote workers improve their
work-from-home environment.
‘Since the onset of the lockdown, my kids have been always dragging me to dance with
them. So far, since they started doing it, I’ve felt more energized. They also monitor my
food and water intake. They make sure I eat on time and drink enough water. Now, my
worry is what I’ll do when they go back to school.’ (r/workfromhome)
5 DISCUSSION
In our findings, we identified benefits to and challenges of WFH, and how redditors coped with
challenges by enacting boundary work to shape attitudes, feelings, and perceptions of their home
office. Below, we offer reflections that build on those findings and theoretical frameworks to discuss
theoretical and design implications. First, we summarize what kind of boundary work redditors
leverage to adopt a WFH mindset and discuss a dynamic of boundary work in the WFH setting.
Based on redditors’ boundary work, we discuss how they redefine their sense of place to construct
a new topophilia of the home. Then, we envision a possible domestic technology that might better
support remote workers’ well-being and productivity. Finally, we discuss a need for alternative
notions of productivity and work for a new mode of remote work in the post-pandemic era.
5.1

Aspects of Boundary Work During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Our findings revealed six types of boundary work that shape remote workers’ placemaking practices
in WFH situations. Combining previous researchers’ definitions of each kind of boundary work [26,
39, 81, 92, 104, 116] with our empirical findings, we present descriptions and examples of each
aspect of boundary work present in our data (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Themes of Boundary Work from Reddit Data
Themes

Descriptions

Examples

Spatial

Enacting boundary work through the
spatial realm

• Creating a dedicated space for WFH
• Rearranging furniture or using a partition
• Working at different places in the home

Temporal

Leveraging time as a resource or material to negotiate boundaries between
work and home

• Splitting up time to “block out” tasks
• Adhering to an office-like schedule
• Leaving all times more multi-purpose

Psychological

Making invisible boundaries by shaping a perception, attitude, or feeling
related to a certain sense of place

•
•
•
•

Getting dressed or applying makeup
Enacting a series of activities (i.e., routines or rituals)
Spending time/walking outside
Introducing everyday objects to or removing them from
the workspace

Sensory

Enacting boundary work through sensory appreciations (i.e., felt bodily experiences) by leveraging artifacts or
environments

•
•
•
•

Turning on the TV, radio, podcasts, or music
Adding plant(s) to the workspace
Utilizing natural light
Making a place feel more personal and special with art,
decorations, and so on

Relational/Social

Making an intangible boundary
shaped by other household members’
presence/absence or by undertaking
role transition(s)

• Establishing rules among family members
• Perceiving family members as co-workers
• Managing work-related and non–work-related tasks separately (acting as an employee versus as a household member, such as partner or parent)

Technological

Making a virtual or infrastructural
boundary by leveraging technology

• Using two or more devices
• Using a hardware switch to transition between working
and personal apps and/or data
• Using software to set up and maintain virtual partitions
on the computer
• Using tracking or journaling technologies to manage time

Space and time have previously been identified as basic resources for boundary work; they
provide the explicit dimensions to either segment or integrate home and work domains [81]. Since
the home has become the main workspace during the COVID-19 pandemic, people report leveraging
additional cues to more effectively negotiate the boundaries between home and work [4]. Our
findings also showed that redditors enact different types of boundaries to maintain, modify, or
reconstruct the home’s sense of place to serve their “multiple selves” in a single environment.
Conversations among redditors also revealed that each aspect of boundary work is highly
interrelated with the others. For instance, people’s sensory experiences, such as an aesthetic
appreciation of a certain object’s shape, luminosity, or smell, serve not only as a sensory boundary
but also help to create and maintain spatial boundaries. This resonates with Salazar’s claim that
people define their space through the use of particular materials [92].
Remote workers manage their time and tasks based on which role is foregrounded between home
and work; role transitions often serve to define and maintain relational and temporal boundaries.
Redditors reported assigning blocks of time to accomplish domestic chores or child care activities
during the day as a means for more explicitly mode-switching from “working” to “home.” These
time blocks segment not only time but also self-identity, in order to smoothly facilitate border
crossings between home and work.
In the end, all boundaries either directly or indirectly influence the negotiation of psychological
boundaries. This might be not a surprise since boundary work is itself a psycho-social activity.
To make sense of ourselves and our environment, people draw “fine lines that keep different
experiential realms separate from one another” [116, p. 84]. These mental lines manifest boundaries
in how we construct our identities, attitudes, perceptions, and values when interacting with our
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Fig. 1. The segmentation–integration continuum for boundary work.

(sometimes shared or overloaded) spaces. While boundaries are usually taken for granted [116], the
sudden collapse of physical spaces due to the COVID-19 pandemic drew attention to how remote
workers manage these normally invisible boundaries. Since the traditional office is physically
separate from the home, enacting psychological boundaries is relatively less important when
switching between home and work modes. In the WFH setting, two different mental places coexist
in a single space; as a result, people leveraged different kinds of boundary work to construct these
otherwise-invisible, mental lines (using Zerubavel’s terms) through the home.
5.2

Theoretical Implications of Boundary Work: From Segmentation to Integration

Our data also highlight the differences in individual approaches to conducting boundary work,
as redditors reorganized their lives to support WFH through the use of diverse placemaking
practices. We saw particular distinctions along the segmentation–integration continuum that
helps “conceptualizing and juxtaposing home and work” [81, p. 5]. The segmentation–integration
continuum captures how people place, maintain, or redefine boundaries (Figure 1). The segmentation
approach is based on a rigid mindset, in which delineated, detached entities are separated from
one another. On the other hand, a fuzzy mindset leads to an integration approach by admitting
vagueness and ambiguity in the boundary [116].
Our findings showed that among the redditors in our corpus, the segmentation approach to
the conduct of boundary work has been more common than the integration approach in the
negotiation of work–home boundaries during the COVID-19 pandemic. Redditors consider the
failure of establishing and maintaining clear boundaries between work and home life to be a major
challenge for WFH; thus, many asked questions or shared their own tips about how to separate
work from life in the home.
The segmentation approach has also been the main focus in supporting work–life balance in
the research literature [4, 39]. While a high degree of segmentation between home and work
realms allows workers to adopt clearer roles when performing their tasks, it renders transitions
more difficult due to the low level of permeability between delineated realms [6, 26]. The more
people apply segmentation strategies, the harder it becomes for people to transition back and forth
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between work and home spheres. Nevertheless, in the WFH situation, many redditors argued that
segmentation strategies were essential for improving not only productivity but also quality of life.
Despite the rhetoric focused on keeping work and home separate, many of the boundary work
strategies described on reddit focused on introducing the office’s sense of place into the home
workplace. Many redditors described leveraging time, artifacts, routines, sensory experiences, and
social interaction in service of simulating the experience of working from or in the office. By doing
this, they attempted to transcend the spatial limitations imposed by mandatory WFH. These types
of boundary work aimed to integrate the office’s sense of place into the home—neither a clear-cut
example of a segmentation-focused strategy (although they often utilized a combination of what
would be considered segmentation approaches on a case-by-case basis) nor an obvious instance
of boundary integration. Nevertheless, we see how application of these techniques increased the
permeability of boundaries, a finding antithetical to the hypotheses expressed by the research on
WFH conducted prior to the COVID-19 pandemic [6, 26]. Perhaps because the work and home
domains became more interrelated during the COVID-19 pandemic, the high level of permeability
in boundary work may be associated with increased work–life balance, rather than work–life
conflict.
Our findings also highlight the psychological role that routines and rituals play in helping
redditors to navigate work–home boundaries. By enacting a series of regular activities, people
psychologically attach or detach from work. In contrast to spatial or temporal boundary work,
which require additional resources, routines or rituals are a relatively easy way for remote workers
to immerse oneself in an office’s sense of place by regularly repeating the acts that define that
place. For example, rites of separation (e.g., start-up and shut-down routines) help people transfer
from one mental sphere to another [6, 116], even if they are not physically transitioning from
one space to another. By enacting everyday practices such as walking outside, drinking coffee, or
wearing a particular type of clothing, they can also import an invisible and sensorial sense of office
topophilia into the home. As a result, we argue that psychological boundary work—leveraging
facets of the mundane as the core of a placemaking activity—can be a very effective and efficient
way for constructing a new topophilia of the home by mixing in or borrowing from the office’s
sense of place.
While segmentation approaches are generally dominant among the WFH strategies shared by
the redditors in our study, we also found that some individuals applied an integration approach.
Although WFH forces people to negotiate two distinct domains in a single physical space, we saw
some redditors construct new conceptualizations of what a workspace means based on the material,
environment, and qualities of the home. Incorporating the home’s sense of place into the office
is not a new placemaking activity [114]; personalization of workplace offices is a commonplace
practice. In this context, individuals use homemaking practices to shape their own insular place
for work, a place where they feel comfortable and have a sense of belonging, distinct from other
kinds of office space. These redditors who prefer integration of the subjective and embrace the
emotional attachment they have to the home and home-like spaces might have a more fuzzy or
flexible mindset [116] around boundaries and borders. For instance, one redditor gave advice that
having a flexible mindset about home–work boundaries might be a more pragmatic or realistic
way to deal with WFH challenges:
‘The overlap between personal and professional time is inevitable, even for your most
dedicated employees. So maybe a more lenient view on that kind of thing might be nice.’
(r/workfromhome)
Our findings indicate that the work and home environments are not necessarily opposed, demonstrating that aspects of home topophilia that make people feel more comfortable can support remote
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Fig. 2. Three distinct patterns in leveraging boundaries as a resource for making a home office. (The house
visualizations are inspired by Zerubavel’s “island of meaning” idea [116] and Nippert-Eng’s drawing of the
conceptual territory [81].)

workers’ productivity and quality of life. Pratt [89] also found that remote workers wanted to
integrate their work and personal lives for better work–life balance.
As organizations enact their return-to-office policies or permanently adopt hybrid models that
allow employees to work in both the home and the office, workers’ affinities with the various
points along the segmentation–integration continuum that we identified in our data may shift or
evolve. Given our findings and the characteristics of people found to prefer working from home
(and not) from previous research [9, 89], two types of groups—those who have a fuzzy or flexible
mindset around boundaries and who can successfully integrate office and home topophilia and
those who have control over temporal, physical, and social aspects of the home environment such
that effective segmentation is possible—may gravitate towards continuing to work from home,
and do so effectively by internalizing new topophilia. On the other hand, individuals who prefer
segmentation strategies but who have less control over their home environments may be the
first to embrace returning to their offices, in addition to those who live alone and lack desired
social interaction [89]. While we can neither assert what type of boundary work is transient nor
predict a permanent pattern in boundary work, given insights from our findings and previous work,
successfully constructing a new topophilia of home based on individuals’ unique situations might
be crucial for those continuing to WFH.
5.3

Design Implications: Toward an Alternative Topophilia for WFH

WFH experiences are varied depending on the industry, personal background or characteristics,
social and cultural factors at home, and so on. Our findings also showed that some people are satisfied with WFH while others are not. This might make it harder to design technologies to support
WFH using a one-size-fits-all approach, even with personalized features. From an organizational
perspective, the deployment of groupware technologies that help individuals to overcome spatial,
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temporal, or social constraints can benefit remote workers, addressing some of the specific challenges identified in our data (e.g., feeling more connected to the office, re-establishing some of the
benefits of co-location). Mobile-to-virtual office technologies [77] or virtual reality platforms [101]
offer some novel techniques for closing these gaps, although adoption of these technologies will,
in turn, necessitate changes to the topophilia of the home to support their effective use. Despite
the potential of ICTs and groupware technologies for supporting formal employee collaboration
or informal bonding in the WFH setting, our findings suggest that it is not only the deployment
of ICT and groupware technologies, but also support for remote workers’ placemaking practices
that will be needed if the aim is to increase these workers’ overall productivity and well-being. So
rather than address technological solutions from an organization’s perspective, we discuss how
technology can be made “at home with the rest of our world” [91, p. 549] by situating them within
remote workers’ placemaking practices.
While it is difficult to generalize redditors’ boundary work into a few cases as a basis for a
design space to support WFH, there do seem to be three distinct patterns in leveraging boundaries
as a resource for placemaking that suggest opportunities for productive intervention (Figure 2).
Redditors who have the agency to autonomously control their space and time are more likely to
report enjoying their WFH experiences. For these individuals, additional effort can be invested
in helping them to negotiate the boundaries between home and work, but doing so may not be
necessary. Having enough flexible space in the home and the ability to control one’s own time
and manage family relationships relieves a good deal of the pressures of establishing a functional
workspace within the home. In this case, there might be no need to respond specifically to the
challenges of establishing WFH environments; instead, adapting existing workplace-oriented
technologies that support time management, an individual sense of productivity, and workplace
well-being to respond to the realities of a mixed work-and-home environment might be the most
appropriate and useful design direction for supporting these individuals. For instance, self-tracking
or self-monitoring tools help people gain a perceived sense of control by tracking how they spend
their time and by deploying interventions to manage their time well [57, 60, 113]; these tools might
be extended to represent both work and domestic activities or to encourage coordination of breaks
with other co-present family members, but the central focus need not change in order to provide
value in this case.
Another type of placemaking practice redditors often did is to integrate office topophilia into
a home by enacting multiple boundary resources. These individuals have fewer resources and
autonomy to take control of their space, their time, or their relations with family members (and
sometimes none), and they encounter more challenges associated with re-setting their sense of
place to craft a workspace in the home. To cope with these challenges, redditors relied on importing
an office-like schedule, atmosphere, and sense of social presence into the home with a focus on
a hybrid segmentation–integration approach. Routines play a particularly strong role for these
workers as a psychological mechanism for bringing office topophilia into a home.
Routine and ritual are often considered to be interchangeable synonyms, but they are distinct
from each other; while both routine and ritual are repeated actions, rituals are involved with
symbolic or cultural information [10, 70]. While routines are more likely a goal-oriented action (i.e.,
“this is what needs to be done”), ritual is a meaning-making process that defines the self or one’s
social identity [37]. Providing support for routinized activities can facilitate remote workers’ role
and support transitions between home and work, but adding some symbolic or cultural value to
routinized behaviors might be even more effective in creating a sense of place for the WFH office.
This is because rituals affect not just people’s behavior but also their perception. For instance, Kirk
et al. [61] introduced ritual machines to explore the role of technologies in supporting domestic
rituals by augmenting their mundane practices. They found that participants naturally reflect on
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issues of work–life balance after celebrating rituals. Another technological example that celebrates
our daily life is Highlight Matome by Avrahami et al. [7]. This prototype helps office workers
develop a positive attitude about their progress by prompting them to record daily successes. In
the WFH setting, technology can both support established routines (e.g., by providing scaffolding
or reminders to carry out templated formal and informal office activities across individual and
collaborative interfaces) and to create new kinds of celebrations around boundary work activities
(e.g., creating and reinforcing rituals at the point where transitions between home and work occur,
highlighting the experience of a practice important or unique to WFH such as making coffee,
taking a walk outside, or having a small chat with family members). Devices like fitness trackers
have successfully adopted celebrations of the ritual and routine with designs like Apple’s activity
achievement badges; what would it mean to track, reward, and celebrate WFH activities in the way
we do workouts?
The last type of placemaking practice evidenced in our data is integrating home and work
topophilia to create a new, home-oriented instantiation of the workplace. Given that placemaking
practices are highly associated with aesthetic appreciation and social relations [24, 109], our findings
suggest that a potential role of digital technology for these individuals is to foreground the sensory
experiences of home and to facilitate family communication within the home. Somaesthetic design
that focuses on making people more aware of their felt bodily experiences has a potential for
extending home topophilia into the workspace [52]. One of the qualities of somaesthetic design is
subtleness in stimulus design [53]. Redditors who employed placemaking practices of extending
home topophilia into their WFH workspaces might be receptive to the use of colors, sounds,
and ambient indicators that help to blend facets of their home and work environments in subtle
but continuous ways, creating a sense of a bridged or shared environment through aesthetic,
affective, and experiential interactions. Communication tools for household members can also
support bringing home topophilia into the home office. As these individuals tend to consider their
family members to be co-workers during working hours, digital technology can facilitate home
communication to help them simultaneously and seamlessly manage both work and home affairs.
For instance, Sellen et al. introduced the HomeNote prototype that allows household members
to broadcast messages throughout the home [96]. By leveraging mundane aspects of a home,
HomeNote augments existing communication practices in the home. We believe that these possible
design spaces can also fulfill the missing perspective (i.e., “a material perspective of the home”) in
designing domestic technology [32].
5.4

A Need for Alternative Notions of Productivity and Work

Productivity, especially in the office or organizational setting, has been measured and investigated
using standardized procedures that narrowly focus on efficiency and effectiveness. So, the output
of work, such as the number of tasks completed or the quality of the result, is often considered
as a barometer to evaluate productivity [85]. However, people make sense of the notion of productivity in different ways [59, 78]. The individual’s idiosyncrasies in their home lead to even
more diverse notions of productivity. Our findings also suggest the need to re-evaluate (or rethink)
conceptualizations of productivity and its measurement in the design of technologies and policies
for WFH.
Some redditors in our corpus shared stories about companies that supported their employees in
setting up a work environment from home, with resources such as mental health services and flexible, paid time-off policies. Some less-supportive organizations mandated restrictive WFH policies
and mandated use of technological tools to track employees’ performance and work status (e.g.,
mandatory camera-on policy, tracking all application and internet use on work computers used
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at home). A physical presence in the office provides light-weight social pressure as an accountability mechanism for improving productivity; in contrast, redditors mentioned that WFH social
accountability policies and surveillance technologies created stress, guilt, and anxiety, leading to
more questionable productivity outcomes. These policies are based on the underlying assumption
that all employees are expected to work in an office-like timeframe and environment, maintaining
the same level of productivity at home as they would in the office. Many organizations would ask
employees to return to an office post-pandemic, but many remote workers would prefer to stay
remote or adopt a hybrid work schedule [13, 55, 94].
Our findings showed that WFH made some remote workers rearrange their temporal boundaries
depending on their personal and family situations. For instance, some redditors had become more
resilient in performing their work and more flexible in perceiving time depending on their mood,
the state of their household, and the work deliverables ahead of them. These individuals applied
a flexible and fuzzy mindset in managing temporal boundaries. They relished being given the
freedom and flexibility to define their own timelines for work. They also put first priority on their
mental wellbeing over task completion in order to have more sustainable work practices from home.
As a result, a long-term discussion of the future of WFH needs to include not only a discussion
of how the work is carried out, how boundaries are established and maintained, and how both
of these facets of remote work can best be supported via technology, but it also needs to include
significant engagement with how we define and assess productivity and work.
Leshed and Sengers critiqued current productivity tools that reinforce the notion that employees
need to always be busy, and thus implant the cultural norm that being busy is an important part of
productivity [69]. As we have seen from other recent papers [59, 78], the cultural norm of busyness
is ingrained in how people evaluate their own performance. Rather than helping people to think
more holistically about their work and life, productivity-focused technologies force them to be in a
constant functional state. As a result, people often focus on losses of or lags in productivity, leading
to stress and anxiety [45, 69].
Mazmanian et al. [75] found that the dominant time logic is not sufficient to encapsulate lived
temporal experience. Pschetz [90] also urged that a pluralistic approach to temporality should be
considered in designing technology to encompass more situated and nuanced temporalities. Many
of our contemporary “productivity applications” appear to formalize our notions of time, work,
and productivity using a single—but restricted—point of view. From this perspective, time should
be measured in exact quantitative and objective ways (i.e., circumscribed time [75]), and therefore
busyness plays an important role in how work is structured, accomplished, and evaluated.
We do not argue that performing tasks more effectively and efficiently is not important; instead,
we argue that the challenges and strategies shared for establishing healthy and functional WFH
environments foreground different ideas of productivity grounded in flexibility, holistic coordination
of the work and non-work self, and evaluation of outcomes instead of effort (i.e., Time Well
Spent [49]). We argue that technological tools (and associated company policies) should incorporate
multiple modes of work not only to better support productivity and work–life balance in the WFH
setting but to also optimize employees’ performance from a managerial perspective. Well-designed
tools need to incorporate an acknowledgement of the organization, affinities, and pressures from
people’s everyday lives that sit side-by-side with both the place and the activity of work, rather
than to blindly apply the dominant notion of productivity that makes people speed up their lives to
be more efficient and effective.
5.5

Limitations and Future Work

Our work is based on the qualitative analysis of Reddit data that captures recent WFH experiences
in general. While our findings identified myriad and rich data about remote workers’ benefits and
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challenges in WFH, as well as their boundary work and placemaking practices, redditors from two
subreddits represent only a portion of individuals who have been working from home during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, while Reddit is used globally, it is a Western-centered community
that English-speakers can access more easily. Given the qualitative nature of our data and the fact
that each worker is situated in a distinct situation, making generalizable claims about our findings
might be difficult, or even useless, in offering implications for WFH.
Furthermore, given the fact that Reddit is an anonymous online community, data from our corpus
did not allow us to discriminate between types of work or job roles. So, it is not possible for us
to report any specific characteristics of a certain group of remote workers. Although white-collar
workers, such as information workers or professionals, have been considered the dominant groups
utilizing remote work modalities, defining the population of remote workers still remains largely
unanswered [8]. We do know that mandatory WFH during the pandemic has caused a more diverse
group of people to work remotely, and we speculate that our corpus may well reflect a broader
diversity of workers and work types than have been included in and represented by prior research;
however, identifying specific patterns or associations between job type and WFH challenges or
strategies is not possible from this study.
As more online jobs have become available after the onset of the pandemic, we found many
posts about job seeking for online gig work such as data entry (although these job-seeking posts
were excluded from our analysis based on sampling criteria). As a result, future research in this
domain might need to narrow the scope of inquiry to a certain cultural context, socioeconomic
background, or industry. For instance, recent work has investigated WFH experiences of people
with disabilities [18, 31, 102] and online gig workers [110]. Focus groups, interviews, or workshops
with a certain organization or group may yield additional insights into the challenges that specific
kinds of workers face and how these specific groups of workers negotiate boundaries to reshape
their sense of place in the home. We believe that our empirical findings and theoretical contributions
can scaffold future research by providing a framework for examining more local issues within a
particular population.
Furthermore, while our work identified various placemaking practices through boundary work,
future projects could also be carried out in the style of action research to envision, discuss, and
evaluate possible technological solutions with WFH populations. Beyond an individual remote
worker’s perspective and voice, future research might also include all household members as stakeholders to discuss work–life balance in WFH situations. Our findings emphasized the importance
of relational factors in placemaking practices, but our corpus did not include other household
members’ perspectives.
Lastly, our data is representative of the specific time frame during which public health lockdowns
and social distancing policies have been applied. While many companies have indicated willingness
to allow employees to work from home permanently, they are also implementing alternative work
modes (e.g., hybrid in-person/work-from-home modalities). Future research should investigate how
post-pandemic life affects WFH practices.
6

CONCLUSION

With the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic, the work culture has been irreversibly impacted in a
myriad of ways, especially for information workers. While having presented many challenges to
the way we live and work, the work-from-home phenomena has also provided an opportunity to reconceptualize our understanding of work–life balance, productivity, and the various challenges and
needs of employees, including the role that technologies play in shaping environments and activities.
By understanding WFH employees’ experiences—including pros and cons in WFH and the strategies
used to overcome WFH challenges—we are offered a new understanding of problems of mental
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health, productivity, and socialization in the context of work. In this study, we aimed to understand
how individuals perform boundary work to navigate the transitions between work and home roles,
how people shape the topophilia of each of WFH environments, and how remote workers modify
their lives based on WFH. By performing a qualitative analysis of Reddit conversations during the
pandemic across multiple WFH-oriented online communities, we identified six types of boundary
work that are enacted in order to reconstruct the sense of place and attachment for homes and
spontaneously created home offices. In exploring topophilia, placemaking, and boundary work in
the context of the COVID-19 WFH experience and its psycho-social impacts, we are given a new
lens with which to explore the interplay between these two fundamental realms, and better tools
to govern them.
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